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The “Mackey machine” is heavily employed to prove the following theorem. 
Let G be a separable locally compact group. Suppose that every positive 
definite function p on G which vanishes at infinity is associated with the regular 
representation R, i.e., p(g) = (R#p, p) for some La function p. Then R decom- 
poses into a direct sum of irreducible representations. This generalizes the 
theorem of Fig&Talamanca for unimodular groups. Although we use his 
result several times, our techniques are basically very different, the most difficult 
part occurring in a connected Lie group context. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The research represented here is an outgrowth of our interest in and investiga- 
tion of groups whose regular representation decomposes into a direct sum of 
irreducible representations. We felt that at least the L2 harmonic analysis for 
such a group would be considerably easier than in the general case. Indeed the 
ax + b group is an example, and in [lo] some harmonic analysis results were 
obtained, e.g., the complete continuity of certain convolution kernels. It was 
our first impression that groups with completely reducible regular representations 
were rare, so that our first efforts were directed toward the construction of other 
examples. A number of totally disconnected groups with completely decompo- 
sable regular representations have been found by Mauceri and Picardello. 
(see [14]). These were apparently inspired by the example of Fell, described in 
Section IV of [ 11, of a noncompact totally disconnected unimodular group whose 
entire dual space is countable. We decided to seek some connected examples, 
and found them relatively easy to uncover. In [3] a variety of connected Lie 
groups with completely reducible regular representations is exhibited, including 
groups which are nonamenable and groups which are non-type I. 
* This research was supported in part by the Canadian National Research Council 
and by the National Science Foundation. 
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In this paper we prove a sufficient condition on a separable group ensuring 
that its regular representation decomposes into irreducibles. To describe this 
sufficient condition, let us examine the situation in the Abelian case. The locally 
compact Abelian groups whose regular representations completely decompose 
are exactly the compact ones. Another result which distinguishes compact 
Abelian groups among all commutative groups is the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. A locally compact Abelian group G is compact if and only if 
the following is true: If p is a positive definite function on G which vanishes at 
infinity, then p is of the form p(g) = (R,v, CJJ) = fv( yg) q(y) dy for some L2 
function v. 
It is the “dual” version of this which was proved, in general by Hewitt and 
Zuckerman in [9], and the heart of the matter first by Menchoff in [15] for the 
circle group. 
THEOREM 1.1’. A locally compact Abelian group G is compact if and only if 
the following is true: If p is a Jinite Bore1 measure on the dual group & of G, and 
if the inverse Fourier-Stieltjes transform of IL vanishes at infinity on G, then p 
is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure on G. 
It is worth mentioning that a number of analysts pursued Menchoff’s work 
on the circle, obtaining results on the rate of decay for the Fourier coefficients 
of a singular measure (see, for example, [ll, 171). 
Now since measure on G or positive definite functions on G correspond to 
representations of G, we may rephrase Theorem 1.1 in yet another way. 
THEOREM 1 .l.” A locally compact Abelian group G is compact if and only 
if the following is true: If rr is a cyclic unitary representation of G whose matrix 
elements all vanish at infinity, then TI is equivalent to a subrepresentation of the 
regular representation of G. 
Proof. Let v be a cyclic for r, and define p on G by p(g) = (n,v, v). Then p 
is a positive definite function which vanishes at infinity. Hence, by Theorem 1.1, 
p(g) = (R,v, v) for some L2 function v. Hence r is equivalent to the cyclic 
subrepresentation of the regular representation generated by the vector v. 
Q.E.D. 
Algebras of matrix elements have been studied extensively (see, for example, 
5, 161). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let G be a locally compact group. A matrix element for a 
unitary representation r of G is a function of the form g + (PT~V, w) for v and w 
vectors in the space X(r) of z-. The set of all possible matrix elements for all 
possible unitary representations of G is called the Fourier-Stieltjes Algebra of G 
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and is denoted by B(G). The subset of B(G) consisting of the elements which 
vanish at infinity is denoted by B,(G). Finally, the set of all matrix elements for 
the regular representation is denoted by A(G) and is called the Fourier Algebra 
of G. 
Remark. A number of easy things can be said concerning these definitions. 
For our purposes it is convenient to know that: Every matrix element for the 
regular representation vanishes at infinity; if rr is a cyclic unitary representation 
with cyclic vector a, then every matrix element for n vanishes at infinity if the 
function g -+ (7~gz), V) vanishes at infinity; every matrix element for a unitary 
representation rr vanishes at infinity if the functions g -+ (VOW, w) vanish at 
infinity for a set of vectors w whose linear span is dense. 
With this notation, Theorem 1.1’ can be stated as: A locally compact Abelian 
group G is compact if and only if A(G) = B,(G). This, together with the 
observation that the compact Abelian groups are the only commutative groups 
with completely reducible regular representations, gives us: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group. Then RG is completely 
reducible if and only if A(G) = B,,(G). 
It is the generalization to arbitrary groups of this theorem which we wound 
up trying to prove. Figa-Talamanca, in [7], has shown that if G is separable 
and unimodular, then A(G) = B,,(G) im pl ies that RG is completely reducible. 
We show here that this implication holds for any separable group whatsoever. 
Conversely, we have found an example of a connected Lie group G for which RG 
is completely reducible but A(G) # B,(G). The details of this example appear 
in [3], however the group in question is the semidirect product of the plane 
with the group of all two by two real matrices of positive determinant. 
We shall need a slightly more general definition than Definition 1.2 for our 
proof. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let T be a unitary representation of a locally compact 
group G. We say that T oanishes at inf;nity if all of its matrix elements vanish 
at infinity. We say that A(T) = B,(T) if the following is true: If S is a cyclic 
unitary representation of G which is weakly contained in T (Fell) and which 
vanishes at infinity, then S is equivalent to a subrepresentation of T. 
The hypothesis of our theorem is a shade weaker than that of Theorem 1.3 
(only in the nonamenable case), i.e., we shall assume that A(RG) = B,,(RG). 
We want to point out, since we in fact use it later on, that Figa-Talamanca’s 
proof in [7] gives a somewhat stronger result than he states. 
THEOREM 1.5 (Fig&Talamanca). Let T be a subrepresentation of the regular 
representation of a separable unimodular group, (projection in VN(G)). If A(T) = 
B,(T), then T is completely reducible. 
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We have the following natural result concerning Definition 1.4. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let T be a unitary representation of a locally compact group G. 
We have that A(T) = B,(T) ;f and only if the following is true: If S is a unitary 
representation of G which is weakly contained in T and which vanishes at injinity, 
then S and T are not disjoint, i.e., they have a common subrepresentation. 
This theorem simply does away with certain multiplicity arguments. It is 
proved by letting V be a maximal common subrepresentation of S and T. 
Notation. If V is a unitary representation of a closed subgroup H of a locally 
compact group G, then we denote by ind, o V the representation of G induced 
from V. In our proof many different subgroups occur as well as many different 
representations, so that this notation is invaluable. If it is perfectly obvious what 
the groups G and H are, we shall write Uv in place of indHG V. 
There are several equivalent ways of defining “indeed” representation. We 
shall explicitly state the one we use. 
Let V be a unitary representation of a closed subgroup H of a separable locally 
compact group G. Let y denote a “regular Bore1 cross section” of G/H (right 
cosets) into G (see [12]). Let TV be a “quasi-invariant” Bore1 measure on G/H, 
i.e., a sigma-finite measure on G/H for which p(E) = 0 if and only if p(E * g) = 0 
for all g in G. Write p(s, g) for the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure 
E --+ p(E * g) with respect to the measure p. The induced representation indHG V, 
or simply Uv, acts in the Hilbert space tensor product of LB(p) and X(V). The 
formula for this representation, acting on an elementary tensor f @ Z/J, is
II 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a sefarable locally compact group, and denote by RG 
its right regular representation. If A(RG) = B,(RG), then RG is completely reducible. 
Remark. The proof we give for Theorem 2.1 seems to be quite deep. It relies 
very heavily on Mackey theory, and indeed some of what we use is not always 
thought of as a part of that theory, although it follows directly from his Akta 
paper [ 131. Out of laziness, as much as anything else, we have stated this theorem 
for separable groups. It appears hopeful that our proof goes through as it stands 
for the nonseparable case. Of course we do use the Mackey machine, and we do 
use Figa-Talamanca’s result [7] both of which assume separability. However, 
the applications made in our proof, for nonseparable groups, are of a considerably 
more restricted character, (uncountable discrete groups, nonmetrizable compact 
groups, etc.), so that their proofs might conceivably be made to work in these 
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nonseparable situations. Our main interest came from the connected case, for 
which the proof below suffices even in the nonseparable case. 
We begin then by stating two theorems which summarize the relevant facts 
from Mackey theory which we shall be using. 
Suppose N is a closed normal subgroup of a separable locally compact group G, 
and that L is an irreducible unitary representation of N. Let H denote the 
“stability subgroup of G for L,” i.e., the set of allg in G such that the representa- 
tion Le of N is equivalent to L. (Ls is defined by L,g = L[sn+~ .) We assume that 
H is a closed subgroup of G, an assumption which is always satisfied if N is of 
type I. According to Mackey [13], there exists an (essentially unique) irreducible 
multiplier representation L* of H which extends L and whose multiplier is the 
inflation to H x H of a multiplier w on H/N x H/N. We say that a unitary 
representation V of the group extension (H/N)” is of “class I” if the restriction 
of V to the compact central subgroup T (the circle group) of (H/N)” is a multiple 
of the identity character J, and we denote by V* the G-representation of H/N 
corresponding to V: V,” = V(l,v) . The representation UJ of (H/N)” induced 
from J will play an important and frequent role in the proof. It is clearly a class 
I representation. With this notation we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) Let V be a class I representation of (H/N)C. The mapping 
TV defined on H by Thv = [L* @ (V* . rr)lh is a unitary representation of H 
whose restriction to N is a multiple of L. 
(ii) If V and W are two class I representations of (H/N)“, then the Banach 
space of intertwining operators for V and W is isomorphic with the Banach space 
of intertwining operators for TV and TW. 
(iii) The mapping V -+ TV respects direct integrals, equivalence, and is a 
one-to-one correspondence between the set of all irreducible class I representations 
of (H/N)” and the set of all irreducible unitary representations of H which restrict 
on N to be a multiple of L. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T and S be unitary representations of H which restrict 
on N to be multiples of L. 
(i) The induced representation UT restricts on N to be a representation of N 
which is concentrated on the orbit ofL in fi. (A representation V of a group N is 
said to be “concentrated” on a subset A of fl sf it can be represented as a direct 
integral V = J 9 dp( x such that each representation + belongs to some element ) 
of A. A major theorem about type I groups is that V cannot be concentrated on 
two disjoint subsets of I$. We actually shall use this result for a vector group N, 
in which case that theorem follows immediately from Stone’s theorem.) 
(ii) The Banach space of intertwining operators for T and S is isomorphic 
to the Banach space of intertwining operators for UT and Us. 
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Throughout the proof below, whenever this “Mackey setup” is before us, 
we shall apply the above notation without comment. We use as well a number 
of properties of induced representations, for example, inducing in stages, 
commutation of inducing with direct integrals, and Fell’s “Continuity of 
Inducing” Theorem. 
We give next a proposition having to do with this Mackey setup, and having 
directly to do with the theorem at hand. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G, N, L, H, W, and UJ be as in the above development. 
(i) If UJ is completely reducible, then so is indNG L. 
(ii) Suppose L vanishes at inJinity on N and that G/H is discrete. If 
A(indNG L) = B,,(ind,G L), then A( UJ) = B,( U-‘). 
Proof. Recall from [2] that ind,,,H L is equivalent to L* @ [( UJ)* 0 ?r], so that 
statement (i) follows directly from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. To prove the second, 
let V be a unitary representation of (H/N)w which is weakly contained in U* and 
which vanishes at infinity. By the “Continuity of Restriction” theorem [6], 
7~’ is a class I representation. From the basic definitions we see thatL* @ (V* 0 ZT) 
is weakly contained in L* @ [( lJJ)* 0 ~1, and from the “Continuity of Inducing” 
theorem we see that indHG[L* @ (V* 0 rr)] is weakly contained in indNGL. 
Now L* @ (V* 0 r) vanishes at infinity on H. For if x belongs to the space 
of L and x’ belongs to the space of V, then 
I@* 0 (v* o 4lh (x 0 4, (x 0 x’))I = I&G% 41 I(V?T(h)X’, 41 
where p denotes a regular cross section of H/N into H. Clearly this expression 
tends to zero as s approaches infinity by assumption on V. Ifs then is restricted 
to a compact set, then the expression tends to zero as 1z approaches infinity by 
assumption on L. Hence L* @ (V* o V) vanishes at infinity. Because G/H is 
discrete, we may employ Lemma A below to conclude that indHG[L* @ (V* o a)] 
vanishes at infinity on G. Now by our assumption in (ii), there exists a nonzero 
intertwining operator for indHG[L* @ (V* 0 z-)] and indHG[L* @ [( UJ)* o T]], 
and so by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 there exists a nonzero intertwining operator 
for V and 7Y. This shows that A( UJ) = B,( 7Y). Q.E.D. 
Remark. The fact that indJrL is equivalent to L* @ [(W)* 0 rr] will be 
needed later on in a slightly more general setting. Indeed the “irreducibility” 
assumption on L is quite unnecessary. The proof given in [2] actually gives: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let P be a unitary representation of a closed normal subgroup 
N of a separable locally compact group H. Suppose that for each h in H the re- 
presentation Ph 011 N defined by Pnh = Plhnh-l] is equivalent to P, and suppose 
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that there exists a multiplier representation P” of H which extends P and whose 
multiplier is the inflation to all of H x H of a multiplier w on H/N x H/N. 
Then indNH P is equivalent to P* @ [( UJ)* 0 rr]. 
We present in the next theorem a proof of Theorem 2.1 in case G is almost 
connected. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G be an almost-connected separable locally compact group. 
If A(Ro) = B,(RG), then RG is completely reducible. 
Proof. Let K be a compact normal subgroup of G for which G/K is a Lie 
group. Because RG is a direct sum of representations of the form indKG p, for y 
an irreducible representation of K, it will suffice to show that each such re- 
. . 
presentation mdKG g, is completely reducible. Fix such a v and let H denote the 
stability subgroup of G for v. Because v is a discrete point in I?, it follow-s that 
H/K must contain the connected component of the identity in the Lie group 
G/K. Hence H is open. By Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.6 will be established if 
we can show the following result for separable Lie groups. 
THEOREM 2.6.’ Let G be a Lie group with a finite number of components, let T 
be a central one-dimensional torus, and let J be the identity character of T. If 
A(indrG J) = B,(indrc J), then indrG J is completely reducible. 
Note that if P is an irreducible representation of the connected component 
of the identity G, in G, then indEn P must be a finite direct sum of irreducible 
representations of G. (This follows straight from the formulas for induced 
representations.) Hence it will suffice to show that indp J is completely reducible. 
We claim that A(ind$ J) = B,(indpJ). Indeed if V vanishes at infinity and is 
weakly contained in indp J, then by Lemma A we have that indgO V vanishes 
at infinity on G. Of course it is weakly contained in indrG J. Consequently 
indEO V is not disjoint from indrG J. Because [indgO V] I[c,~ has a subrepresenta- 
tion which is equivalent to V, (the space of functions from G/[G,,] into the space 
of V which are concentrated on the coset G,,), it follows that [indTc /] /tc,l is not 
disjoint from V. Since T belongs to the center of G, we have from Mackey’s 
“Subgroup Theorem” [12] that [indrG J] 1~~~1 is a multiple of indp 1, and 
therefore V is not disjoint from the representation indgo J. Consequently 
Theorem 2.6’ will follow from: 
THEOREM 2.6.” Let G be a connected Lie group, T a central one-dimensional 
torus in G, and J the identity character of T. If A(indrG J) = B,(indrG J), then 
indro J is completely reducible. 
We prove this by induction on the dimension of G. Before beginning this 
argument, we make the following observation. 
The center of G contains no infinite discrete cyclic subgroups. Indeed if 2 
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were such a subgroup, let V denote a unitary representation of 2 which vanishes 
at infinity and which is disjoint from the regular representation RZ of Z. Now T 
intersects Z only at the identity. So indrc J, which is equivalent to indFz[indFz j], 
is equivalent to indF,[l x RZ]. (“ ” x denoting outer Kronecker product here.) 
Therefore indrG J weakly contains indFZ[J x V]. By Lemma B below, 
indFZ[J x V] vanishes at infinity on G, and by Lemma C it is disjoint from 
indFz[[l x RZ], i.e., disjoint from indrG J. But this is a contradiction to our 
assumption 
Now if dim G < 2, then G must be Abelian. If it is a torus, then the theorem 
holds since G is compact. If it is a cylinder (T x R), then there is an infinite 
discrete central subgroup which we have just seen is impossible. Therefore 
assume that dim G 2 3. 
1. We may as well assume that T is the maximum compact normal connected 
subgroup of G. Indeed if K denotes the maximum compact normal connected 
subgroup of G, then since indrG J is equivalent to indKG[indrK J], it will suffice 
to prove that indKG v is completely reducible for each irreducible subrepresenta- 
tion p of indrK f. Just as in the paragraph preceding Theorem 2X7, we have 
that the stability subgroup of G for v is open, and by Proposition 2.4 again 
indKG p is completely reducible if 77 is completely reducible, where UJ is 
the representation of (H/R)O induced from the identity character J of the 
central one-dimensional torus T of that group. If dim K > 1, thendim((H/K)&)< 
dim G, and U’ is completely reducible by the inductive hypothesis. Hence we 
may assume that T = K. 
2. Next, assume G contains a closed vector normal subgroup of positive 
dimension We let N denote a minimal closed normal vector subgroup with 
positive dimension in G. For any nonzero element x in fi we have, [4], that the 
. . 
representatron mdNG x vanishes at infinity modulo its kernel Q. By the mini- 
mality of the subgroup N we have that the connected component of the identity 
in Q, (a priori a normal subgroup of G and contained in N), is zero dimensional. 
Therefore Q must be discrete. But discrete normal subgroups of connection 
groups belong to the center. Hence Q is trivial, and indNG x vanishes at infinity. 
Let us examine the representation ind$,[x x J]. This is a subrepresentation 
of indE& x RT], which is equivalent to indNG x. Hence ind&[x x J] vanishes 
at infinity. But ind$r.[x x J] is weakly contained in ind&.[RN x J] which is 
equivalent to indro J. Therefore, by assumption on indrG J, the representation 
ind&[x x J] is not disjoint from indrG J and is therefore not disjoint from the 
regular representation RG of G. This implies that the orbit 8 of x in fi has 
positive Lebesgue measure. For otherwise 
RG = ind,G[RY = indNG [i,,, # d4-J = LflMO1 [indNG#] d#. 
Directly from the definitions for induced representations we see that RG IN is 
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concentrated on N - 8. On the other hand, ind&h x J], being a subrepre- 
sentatlon of mdNG x, restricts on N (Theorem 2.3) to a representation which is 
concentrated on 0. Hence RG IN and [ind$& x J]] IN are disjoint while RG and 
ind$,[)( X J] are not disjoint. Since this is impossible, 0 has positive Lebesgue 
measure. 
Since this orbit is an analytic submanifold of the Euclidean space N, and 
since this orbit has positive measure, it follows that 6 is an open submanifold. 
We have shown that the orbit of any nonzero character of N is open. There are 
then at most a countable number of orbits. (If dim N > 1 there is but one 
nontrivial orbit while if dim N = 1 there are two nontrivial orbits.) 
If 19 is a nontrivial orbit, then ind& [sO 4 d$ x J], which is equivalent to 
JO In&-l% x J144 is, (by Mackey theory as applied to the normal subgroup 
NT), a multiple of ind&[x x J] for any element x in the orbit 0. Therefore it 
will suffice to show that each of the representations ind&[x x J] is completely 
reducible. 
Let H denote the stability subgroup of G for the character x x J of the sub- 
group NT. We may not employ Proposition 2.4 in this situation since G/H 
need not be discrete nor does x x J vanish at infinity. The argument we give 
here is in the same spirit as Proposition 2.4 but much more complicated. 
We have that ind&.[x x J] is equivalent to ind,G[ind&-[X x J]], which is 
equivalent to indHG[[x x J]* @ [(U’-‘)* 0 ~11, and by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 it 
is enough to show that 7YJ is completely reducible. Now the group (H/NT)6, 
of which lYJ is a representation, has dimension at most dim G - 2. So by the 
inductive hypothesis, U’J will be completely reducible if we can show that 
A( iYJ) = B,( 7YJ). 
Thus let V be a unitary representation of (H/NT)a which vanishes at infinity 
and is weakly contained in iYJ. It follows directly from the definition that 
[x x J]* @ [V* 0 7~1 is weakly contained in [x x J]* @ [( ?YJ)* 0 ~1, and there- 
fore that indHG[[x x J] * @ [V* 0 n]] is weakly contained in indHG[[X x J]* @ 
[(UJ)* 0 CT]] which is indg,[x x J]. 
From Lemma D below it follows that indHG[[x x /]* @ [V* 0 ~1 vanishes 
at infinity on G, and so by assumption is not disjoint from ind$,[x x J]. On 
the other hand [indHG[[x x J]* @ [V* 0 CT]] jivT must be, by Theorem 2.3, 
concentrated on the orbit in (NT)^ containing the character x x J. Whence 
indHG[[x x J]* @ [V* 0 r]] is disjoint from any representation indgr[$ x J] 
for $ not in 19. Hence indHG[[x x J]* @ [V* 0 CT]] is not disjoint from indHG 
[Lx x Jl* 0 W’J)* 0 m], and therefore, by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, V is not 
disjoint from IY’~. We have shown that A(UJ) = BO(UJ), and so by the in- 
ductive hypothesis UJ is completely reducible. Therefore the theorem is 
proved in this case. 
3. Finally assume that G contains no closed vector normal subgroups of 
positive dimension. If G/T is semisimple, then G is unimodular, and the theorem 
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follows from [7]. Assume then that G/T is not semisimple, let M denote a closed 
connected normal Abelian subgroup of G/T, and let M’ denote its inverse 
image in G. Now M can contain no compact part, for otherwise G would contain 
a compact connected normal subgroup strictly larger than T. Hence M is a 
vector group. 
The center of M’ is itself a normal subgroup of G. If it were larger than T, 
then G would contain a closed vector normal subgroup, and the theorem has 
been proved in that case. Hence we may assume that M’ is a two-step, connected 
nilpotent Lie group with a one-dimensional torus for its center. Lemma E 
below deals with such groups. We have that indrG J is equivalent to ind$ 
[indy J], so that ind,” J is a multiple of ind& IV, where W is the unique 
irreducible unitary representation of M’ whose restriction to T is a multiple 
of J. We must show that ind’$. W is completely reducible. But this now follows 
by applying Proposition 2.4(ii), then the inductive hypotheses, and finally 
Proposition 2.4(i). 
This completes the proof to Theorem 2.6” and so also the proof of Theorem 
2.6. 
We give in the next theorem another special case of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let G be a separable locally compact group, K a compact 
open subgroup, T a one-dimensional central torus in G, and J the identity character 
of T. If A(indrc J) = B,(indrG ]), then indrG J is completely reducible. 
Proof. Clearly we may assume that T is contained in K. Denote by D the 
kernel of the modular function of G. Since the modular function is identically 
one on every compact subgroup of G, we have that D is open in G. Also D is 
normal, and we have, using the subgroup theorem just as in the first paragraph 
of the proof to Theorem 2.6’, that A(indrD J) = B,(indrD 1). But now D is 
unimodular, and so indrD J is completely reducible by [7]. To show that 
indrG J is completely reducible, we need only verify that indDG P is completely 
reducible for every irreducible subrepresentation of ind,” J. But this now 
follows by an application of Proposition 2.4(ii), Fig&Talamanca’s result applied 
to the unimodular group (H/D)6, and then Proposition 2.4(i). 
This completes the proof to Theorem 2.7. 
Now at last let us prove Theorem 2. I. Let G, denote the connected component 
of the identity in G and let G, be an almost connected open subgroup of G. 
We begin by showing that RGo is completely reducible. IfL is a compact normal 
subgroup of G, such that G,/L is a Lie group, then since G& is open in G1 , 
we may as well assume that Gr = GA. Let K denote the intersection of L 
and G, . Then K is a compact normal subgroup of G, and our claim will be 
established if we show that ind$ v is completely reducible for each q in R. 
Fix such a q. The orbit in A? under the action of the compact group L must be 
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finite. Hence the stability subgroup of L for q~ is open in L, and we may as we1 
take L equal to that stability subgroup. (This entails a change of the group G 
of course.) We let p be a multiplier representation of L satisfying pyvk(p;‘) = 
%?w’l for all K in K and y in L. Let y be a cross section of L/K into L, am 
denote by P the representation indp p. By the proof to Proposition 2.4 we knot 
that P is equivalent to v* @ [( ?Y)* 0 ~1. Define a mapping P* on all of G,J 
which is G, , by P&,y(sjl = PQ[~,,(~) @ I], where I denotes the identity operato 
on the space of UJ. We have that P* is a multiplier representation of Gr whicl 
extends P. By Proposition 2.5, we have that ind$ v is equivalent to P* 6 
[( u’J)* 0 971. 
Now again using the subgroup theorem of Mackey, we have that A(RG1) = 
B,,(RG~). Hence by Theorem 2.6, RG1 is completely reducible. So, then, is ind$ p: 
Therefore P* is completely reducible. Finally this implies that P itself is 
completely reducible, and our claim that RG 0 is completely reducible is verified 
So to complete the proof to Theorem 2.1 we need to show that indEO S i 
completely reducible for each irreducible subrepresentation S of RGo. But thi 
now follows by an application of Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.7, and Proposition 
2.4 once again. 
The proof is now complete. 
LEMMA A. Let H be an open subgroup of a locally compact group G, and let 2 
be a unitary representation of H which vanishes at infinity. Then the induce, 
representation i dHG S vanishes at infinity. 
Proof. Fix an element # in the space of S and let f be the characteristil 
function of the point H in G/H. The vectors f @I $, for I/ ranging over the space 
of S, form a cyclic family of vectors for the representation ind,o S. Finally let s 
be a cross section of G/H into G. Then 
IFx/(f 0 4)9 (f 0 $4 = Iv4L,dl(f 0 997 (f 0 #>>I = If(Y>l N&$4 VN 
and this clearly tends to zero as by(y) tends to infinity. Q.E.D 
LEMMA B. Let V be a unitary representation of a closed central subgroup Z of ( 
locally compact group G. If V vanishes at infinity on 2, then indzG V vanishe 
at infinity on G. 
Proof. Let y be a cross section of G/Z into G, let 4 be a vector in the spats 
of V, and let f be the characteristic function of a compact set C of G/Z. The] 
Iuxycv)l(f 0 YQ (f 0 ml 
= 
IS f (Yb)J(Y’W G/Z [v(V’)zv(r)[v(v’ff)]-’ A #J) dy’ 1 
G c If (Y’r)l I(v~v~/lv(2/‘)v(y)[v(~,~~,-~,~~ +)I dY’. s 
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Now unless y belongs to the compact set C-V?, this integrand is zero. If y is 
restricted to that compact set, then the elements y(y’) y(y) [r(y’y)]-l belong to 
a compact subset of 2, and the integral tends to zero as z approaches infinity 
by assumption on I/. Q.E.D. 
This lemma seems to be related to some of the results in [8]. 
LEMMA C. If V and Ware disjoint representations of a closed central subgroup 
Z of a locally compact group G, then the induced representations lJv and Uw are 
also disjoint. 
Proof. This follows immediately because Uv Iz is a multiple of V, if Z is 
central. 
LEMMA D. Let N be a connected closed normal Abelian subgroup of a connected 
Lie group G. Suppose p is a character of N, H is the stability subgroup of G for /3, 
p* is the Mackey extension of /3 to a multiplier representation of H with multiplier 
inflated from a multiplier w on H/N x H/N, and V is a classe I representation of 
(H/N)O. Assume that the homogeneous pace G/H is homeomorphic with a connected 
component of some punctured Euclidean space Rj - [0], and that the action of G 
on G/H is by linear transformations. Then if V vanishes at infnity, the induced 
representation indHG[/3* @ (V* 0 v)] vanishes at injkity module its kernel. 
Proof. Lebesgue measure p on G/H is quasi-invariant under the action of G 
since that action is by linear transformation. In fact Jc,,, f (s . g) ds = [l/d(g)] 
JGiH f (s) ds, where d(g) is the absolute value of the determinant of the linear 
transformation of Ri determined by g. If T denotes the representation /3* @ 
(V* 0 7~), then the representation UT acts in the Hilbert space L2(G/H) @ X(T). 
If p denotes a cross section of G/H into G, f is an element ofL2(G/H), and $ is a 
vector in the space of T (the space of V), and if g = hp(t), then 
(u,‘(f 0 #), (f 0 #)) = s,,H [WI”” f (s . g)J(s) (T~s(s)p[p(s.9),-~l~’ 4 ds 
and we must show that this function of g vanishes at infinity. Clearly it will 
suffice to do this when f is the characteristic function of a compact cube C 
in G/H with corner s’ and sides s’ + vr , s’ + v2 ,..., s’ + vui , where the [vi] 
form a basis for Ri and in fact vr is a positive multiple h of the point s,, corres- 
ponding to the coset H. We fix such an f, a vector # in X(T), and a positive 
number E. Write E for i(UgT(f@ I/J), (f @ #))I, Then 
E G Md1”2 s,,, f (s . g) f (s) ds = Nd11’2 AC * (C - .r’N- 
Consequently E < [d(g)]‘/” p(C), and E < [d(g)]1/2 p(C *g-l) which is [d(g)]‘/” 
580/34/2-7 
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p(C). So E < l unless d(g) lies in a closed interval [S, M] of positive real numbers. 
Observe next that er, . = (As,) . g = A(so * g) = A(so . h * p(t)) = 
A(+, * p(t)) = ht. So the transform of the cube C byg, i.e., C * g, is a parallelepiped 
one of whose sides is of length 11 ht 11. Now 
E G [WY j-,* f(s * g) f(s) ds 
= [WI-“” j,,, f(s) fk * g-l) ds < [V2 p(C n C . g). 
If 11 t 11 approaches 0, then the parallelepiped C . g has one side whose length 
tends to zero. Therefore the measure of the intersection of C with C * g tends 
to zero by a simple geometric argument. So E < E unless II t II > 6’ > 0. Also, 
if /I t [I tends to infinity, then the length of one side of C . g tends to infinity. 
However the total volume of C . g is bounded by l/6, and so again by a simple 
geometric argument we see that the measure of C n C . g tends to zero. Hence 
E < E unless 11 t 11 < M’. We have then that E < E unless 1) t 11 belongs to a 
closed interval I of positive real numbers. 
Now let y be a cross-section of H/N into H. Then 
= Ml” p(C) I(V* n(p(s)n[P(s)]-l) V* n(P(s)v(v)9(t)lP(s’g)l-1) ’ $ $11 
By assumption on V there exists a compact subset K of H/Nso that I( V,*,,,$, #)I< 
c/[M112 p(C)] unless p(h) belongs to K. But 
which then is less than E if 7@(s) y(y) p(t) [p(s -g)]-l does not belong to K. 
But since s is in C n C . g-l, this does not belong to K if y does not belong --- 
to the compact set K’ = P[H n [[@)1-l y(K)p(C) [$~(1)]-~]]. Therefore E < E 
unless II t /I is in I and y is in K’. 
FixaItjinIandayinK’.Then 
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where 
F(t,u)W = [WY) PWI”” f(s . Y(Y) * f(O) f(s) 
x P*(P(s) Y(Y) PM [PCS * Y(Y) * P(wl) 
v* n(P(s)v(r)P(t)[P(s.v(II)‘P(t))]-’) *, *I* 
(d(n) = 1 and s . n = s whenever n is in N.) 
The mapping s -+ BP@) is an analytic diffeomorphism of G/H onto the orbit 
of $7 containing /3. Since the kernel of UT is precisely the set of all n in N such 
that /3”(“)(n) = 1 f or all s, we may consider the quotient of G by this kernel in 
which case the orbit of /3 is a Riemann-Lebesgue subset of fi (see [4]). Therefore, 
for each pair (t, y) there exists a compact subset Qoy) of N such that 
1 jG/Hfip’“‘(n> ~(t.udS) ds 1 < E whenever n is outside QuV) . (One has only to check 
thatFuY) is integrable.) Now finally, as (t, y) varies over the compact set I x K’, 
the functions [FuJ vary over a compact subset of C(G/H). So there exists a 
common compact set Q in N such that 1 SGjH /3”(s)(n)Fo,)(s) ds 1 < E for all t 
in I, y in K’, and n outside Q. 
We have thus shown that E < E unless (1 t 11 is in 1, y is in K’ and 11 is in Q. 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. It seems likely to us that this lemma holds true in much greater 
generality. In fact we do not know of an example violating the conjecture that: 
If T vanishes at infinity, then UT vanishes at infinity. 
LEMMA E. Let M’ be a connected, two-step, nilpotent Lie group with a one- 
dimensional torus T for its center. Let J denote the identity character of T, Then: 
(i) Up to equivalence, there is a unique irreducible unitary representation 
W of M’ whose restriction to T is a multiple of J. 
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(ii) The representation W of (i) vanishes at injkity on M’. 
(iii) The induced representation ind?’ J is a multiple of W. 
(iv) if oi is any automorphism of M’ which leaves the center Y pointwise 
invariant, then the representation W * 01 is equivalent to W. 
Proof. If z is a generator for the Lie algebra for T, then one shows easily 
by induction that there exists a finite sequence [(yi , xi)] of elements of the Lie 
algebra of M’ with the following properties: 
(a) [q , yi] = z for all i. 
(b) [xi , xj] = 0 for all i and j. 
(c) [ yi , yi] = 0 for all i and j. 
(4 Lx, ~1 > ~1 I..., yi , xj] is a basis for the algebra. 
Hence M’ is a Heisenberg group (modulo a discrete central subgroup). 
Now (i) is well known. One could also see this by applying the Mackey machine 
to the normal subgroup whose Lie algebra is spanned by z and the [yJ. 
(ii) follows by direct verification, since the irreducible representations of a 
Heisenberg group are easily constructed. (iii) follows since [indy’ J] IT is, by 
inspection, a multiple of J, so that indy’ J is concentrated on the single point W. 
(iv) follows immediately from (i). 
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